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Abstract

This study presents preliminary estimates on whether an will be a greater tendency for extensive axial propagation
initially shallow, axially oriented, inner-surface finite- and for axial as opposed to radial propagation. The
length flaw in a PWR-RPV would lend to elongate in seiisitivity of the numerical results and conclusions to
file axial direction and/or deepen ink) tile wall ()1the the Iollowing three analysis assumptions arc evaluated:
vessel during a postulated P'I'S transient, b',esulls (1) reference flaw geometry along the entire crack front
oN;fined for a family of mtxtified elliptical flaws based and especially within the cladding region, (2) linear-
on the assumptions of: (1) linear-elastic material elastic vs elastic-plastic description of material response,
response, and (2) cladding with same toughness as the and (3) base-material-only vs bimaterial cladding-base
base metal, indicate that a nearly semicircular flaw would vessel-model assumption. The sensitivity evaluation
likely propagate in the axial direclitm followed by indicales that the analysis resulLs are very sensitive to
propagation into the wall of the vessel. These results the above assumptions. This report is designated HSST
correspond to initiation wilhin the fracture-toughness Report No. 139.
lower-shelf range. For the Iowcr-transition range, there
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1 Introduction

Regulate U (;uidc 1.1541 acccl_l,_the inl,.'grated pres- The objective of this study is to provide preliminary
surized-thcrnml-shock (IPTS) methodology iacluded in estimates on _hepoiential change in flaw geometry of
Rels. 2, 3, and 4 as an apprt_priate means l_r evaluating an initially shallow, axially oriented, inner-surface
the integrity of nuclear reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) finite-length flaw in a PWR- RPV during the eourse of
under pressurized-thcrnml-shock (VI'S)loading condi- a postulated PTS transienL 'These estimates have been
tions. All ilaws included ill tile l_robabilislic fracture oblained based on a series of seeping analyses using
mechanics portion of tile IPTS Inethodoh_gy are sur- tile finite-element method. Specifically, the question
face flaws oriented in either a hmgitudinal or circum- being addressed is whether a shallow finite-length sur-
ferential direction, and all flaws with depths less than face llaw would tend to elongate in the axial direction
--.40mm (-1.57 in.)are assunled to tw clfectivcly and/or deepen into tile wall of the vessel during the
infinitely long Itwo dimensional (2-D)I insofar as tile transient. Results from this study are expected to con-
calculation of the stress intensity factor (KI) is con- tribute toward an assessment of the degree of conser-
cerned. Three-dimensamal/3-D) effects tire included vatisln associated wilh fl_euse of 2-D axial flaws in a
for deelx'r flaws. These pal'ticulal asstJmptions pmbabilistic fracture mechanics assessment of an RPV.
regarding tlaw length were made because calculations
perfornaed for l:-q'S-relatcd confirlnatory thernml-shock In the first part of tile study, estimates have been
experimenks 5 indicated that, at least in the absence of obtained in accordance with the assumptions of con-
cladding, a selnicircular stlort sulTace flaw had a vention:fl linear-elastic fracture-mechanics (LEFM)
greater potential for initiation (onset of propagation) concepts. 7 The thermoelastic properties of the
than a 2-D surface flaw of the same depth, and, once cladding and base material are explicitly considered.
initiated, the short flaw would propagate in surface The flaw geometry corresponds to a family of m(×tified
length to effectively become a 2-D flaw, This assunlp- elliptical flaws characterized by the llaw's half-length
tion was confirmed by tile thernml-shcx:k expert- to maximum depth (aslxzCtratio). Numerical results
ments. 5 Ill other words, the exi:_tence el a short flay, are presented li)r values of the aspect ratio of 1:1 and
restllted in the generation of a 2-[) flaw before a 2-D 80:1. Requirements for numerical convergence of the
flaw of tile same depth could have initiated and propa- finite-element results for this family of t]aw geometries
gated radially. Under these cilcumstimces there was no are examined.
need in an IPTS :tnalysis to perfom_ calculations for
the short flaw. In the second part of this study, the sensitivity of the

numerical results anti conclusions obtained in the first

Similar compluison calculations were mildc for PWR part of this study to some of the analysis assumptions
: vessels under large-break loss-of-coolant accident are evaluated. 8 Three spccific issues related to the

loading conditions. 6 For file very limited number of analysis assumptions are considered, The first issue
cases considered, and contrary to tile results obtained concerns the influence of reference llaw geometry
for the previously mentioned thernml-shock expert- along tile entire crack front, and especially within the
ments, these results indicated that tile short flaw had a cladding region, on the conclusions reported previ-

somewhat less potential than a 2-D flaw for initiation, ously. The second issue concerns the influence of
linear-elastic vs elastic-plastic description of material

To avoid a nonconservativc approach with regard to response on the analysis outcome. The third issue
"initial" tlaw length and still have an analytically concerns the influence of mc×leling the RPV as a base-
manageable probabilistic fracture-mechanics model for material-only or as a bimaterial cladding-base metal
the IPTS meth(_dology, the 2-D initial flaw was cylinder on tile analysis outcome,
adopted in Ref. !.

At the time the comparison calculations in Rcfs. 5 and
6 were made, the necessary 3-D fracture analyses were
very expensive and time consulrling and, thus, were not
performed extensively. Furthermore, there was a con-
servative way out of tile dilcnlnm (the assumt_tion of a
2-D initial flaw}. More recently, however, incentives
for a more accurate evaluation have developed, and tile
practical numerical means tot iwrlonning the more
accurate evaluation have become available. A prelin_i-
nary step toward achieving a more accurate evaluation
is the subject of this study.
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2 Method of Analysis

2.1 Basic Concepts anti
Methodology

l-stimatesoftilepotentialchangeinHaw geometrT
duringtheIq'stransientIx'ginwithacomparisonof
themode _stressintensityfactor(KI)vallwsalongthe
crackfrontofthe initiH shallow llawwith the suitic o.._o_,_92_mEm

fracture toughness (Kit)of the vessel material. The Ki "_017 I ,o
distributions arc obtained using the finite-element lmeowedin accordance with the assumptionsof conven- ,_ _ .ix -- --- pressure 250

tional[,EI::Mconcepts.The sulticfracturetoughnessis ......temperature E
assumed to vary through the wall of the vessel as a "_"IX. 'o0 _00 h-

Iunction of the through-wall [luei_ce distrihution and _. 6
the through-wall temperature profiles during the a. I
transient, a; :_, ,_0 "a_ .:

.... -o-----._ _ .......Crackinitiationisassumedtobe!m_ssiblewhenKI a. ,--,--..,=-...... ".........--- v,

-I-exceeds Klc at any point aleut.,,the initial crack front. , --.-,----- ,T

It is then assumed that c_ack initiation at the critical _5 so

kx:alion intr(×luccs dynamic loading eITects along the
remainder of the crack front. (_.onsequently, die _0 ....... . ........... ' ............. 01000 2000 3000 4000 SO00 6000

dynamic fracttlrc toughness, Kid, of tile vessel nlalcria] TranstentTime,t[s]
is assumed it) determine that portiooofthe crack Iront
that participatcs in crack initia tion,

I;igure 1 Definition el'pressurized-thermal-
While not explicitly considered in this study, extension shock transient
of the present meth_×lology l_yond the initial initiatiCm
can be considered whereby a sufl_leflaw geometry sub-
sequent to initiation is assumed Ix)ssible when KI along 2.3 Fracture Toughness
the initiated crack front falls to the crack-arresl

toughness (KIa). The flaw is then assumed to nmimain The static fracture toughness (Kit) as a function of T-
its new geometry until a later time in the transient RTNDT for the vessel base material is identified with
when KI again exceeds Klc somewhere along the new the lower-bound (IPTS-mean minus two standard
crack front, at which time the flaw geometry will again deviations) ASME curve. 9 ARTNDT is detemfined

change in accordance with the interpretation method from Reg. Guide 1.99, Rev. 2 (base memo I0 based on
outlined above, an assumed chemistry of 0.29% Cu and 0.6% Ni,

vessel inner-surface lquence of i.7 x 1()19 n/cm 2 (E >
1MeV), and a low-tem_rature-irradiation additional

) *RTNDT shift of 27.8'_C (5('"F). The initial RTNDT is

2.2 Pressurized-Thernlal-Shock assumed to be -I.I°C (3(-F). The dymmfic fracture
toughness (Kid) for the vessel base material is con-

Transient servativcly represented by Kit,.

The PTS transient considered in this study is indicated In addition, it is assumed that the clad-base interface is
in Fig. 1, which simulates the occurrence of a small- fully bonded and that the interface, along with the re-
break loss-of-coolant accident (SBLOCA). The vessel gions adjoining the interface such as the heat-affected
is assumed to operate at 268°C (5 5 _1. 19 prior to the
transient. The cooling water temperature is also at
268':'C (515'>F) prior to the transient.

*A value of 27.8°C (50°F) implies that the effective
operating temperatureover the historyof thevessel is 260°C
(50()°F)

NLIREG/CR-5968 2



zones, share the fracture toughness of the base

to shtu'e tile fracture toughness t)f the base material, ///The findings t)f this sludy, whc'n the cladding tough-
ness is assumed to be higher than that of the base .........__:_:::...... -............ /

ofmaterial' are addressed subseq ucnt it)the presenlatitmanalysisresults. 7._[i] M_ !i !_ii__.JJ / / it//

/
Vessel and Initial Flaw /

/

_ ....................../Geometry / i
A finite-element model t)l' the ix_ltline region of ;.ill / /'
RPV is gener;.lted with the ORNL program ORM(iEN

as indicated in Fig. 2(a). I 1An initially shallow, axially
orientcd, inner-surface filiite-length flaw is assunled to Figure 2(b) Close-up of region of vessel con-
exist within this region as indicated in Fig. 2(b). From iaining flaw
symmetry considerations only tint-fourth (if the vessel
is modeled. Quadratic elcnicnts arc' used throughout Table 1, Vessel geometry and tllei'nuleht, ltic propertiesof tile cladding and base material
the m(xlcl. The vessel is nic×teled with a 2.769-mm

thick (0. l(_,)-in.) stainless steel cladding on the inner Vessel (;eometry:
surface. Details on the vessel geometry ah)ng with the
thermoelastic properties of the cladding ;.ind base Inner vessel radius :-- 138 till (54.5 in.)
material are listed in Table i. Wall thickness = 20 cni (7.875 in,)

Vessel length : 305 Clll (120 ill.)

In the first part of this study the initial flaw geometry
Claddhlg Thickness = 0.277 cni (0.109 in.)

corresixmds to a _early scnlicircular flaw v, ittl a lliax-

imun-! lqaw depth of 6.35 innl (0.25 in,), as indicated in Cladding Tllernial-l,]lastic Material Properties:*
Figs. 2(b) and 3. The initial flaw geometry is con-

structed based on a faniily of flaw geonletries herein Modulus of ehisiicity (E) = 186 (;Pa
denoted as modified ellipses. This faniily of flaw (27,(x)0 ksi)
gex)metries is constructed with a crack front that is l)oisson's ratio (v) = 0.3

elliptical in the base material and is a straight line per- Thermal expansion cuefficient ItS.clad) =
pendicular to the vessel's iimcr-surlace in the cladding 1.8E-5/°C ( 9.qE-6/°F)
region. Thernial conductivity (k) :--17 W/m+°C

(10 BTU/h-fi-<'F)

Specific heat (cp) : 500 J/kg-°C
(0.12 BTU/lb.°F)

l)ensity (p)= 782()kgilii 3 t488 lb/ft 3)

_I"#__5 ___.__..____'"'-_ Base Metal "rliermal-l':lastlc Material I r,iperties:

" -.... "_'_-.7 (28,(X)0 ksi)

7 z t
Ih)isson's ratit)(V) : (),3

i .............._ Thernuil cxparisiull ct)efticient ((q)ase) _:1.41E-5/°C( 7,85E-6/°P)
..... _.. Thernud conductivity (k) :--42 W/in <'('

(24 BTLI/h-fi-°F)

Sl×'cific heat (Cp) --:5()().l/kg °('
(().12 I-I'I'U/It)-<'F)

. ( Density (p).- 782(i kgjln 3 (d88 lb/ft 3)
/

CoelTit'lent (if' Ci)nvt, t'l i_e Iieal Trailsl'er -

2860 W/nl2-<_C (504 ilTl.i/h-I't2-<'l:)

Figure 2(a) Finite-elenlent model lit' rc;,iclor

pressure vessel ,,_itll ;.ill initially ...............................................................

shallow, axially Ol'il211lt,d inllt'r- * No lelllperature dcllcndence t)l illaleri;.ll prot×'riies included
surface I'lav,' in analyses.

3 N U REG/CR-5968
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A limited number of comparison calculations have

been performed using the computer program j
ADINA. 14 In the case of ADINA, the J-integral
values are determined using the ORNL post-processing
program ORVIRT. 15 Relatively good agreement in

Alternative (approximate) validation of the KI value, at
both the deepest point of the crack and at the inner sur-

• face of the ves_l, has been performed based on avail-
able solutions for a shallow elliptical surface flaw in a

plate. Results from this validation are 'also in good
agreement with the finite element results as discussed
in Appendix A.

• .... i The effects of mesh refinement for modeling (1) the
" behavior of the cladding and (2) the global behavior of

_ ....... _........__i__,_1 the vessel and its effects on the calculated KI values
are examined in Appendix B. It is observed that for
the analysis conditions examineA in this study, sensi-
tivity of the computed KI values to mesh-refinement
effects in the cladding region is minimal but is signifi-Figure 3 Detail of nearly semicircular inner-

surface flaw constructed based on the cant for such effects in the circumferential direction of
modified elliptical flaw geometry with the vessel.

aspect ratio 1:1 In this study, in order to keep the computational re-
quirements manageable, finite-element results have

A maximum flaw depth of 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) is been obtained based on models of the vessel with
chosen for the initial flaw geometry based on findings either (1) one element in the cladding region and 12
from probabilistic fracture mechanics safety assess- elements in the circumferential direction or (2) two
ments of RPVs subject to a postulated pressurized- elements in the cladding region and ten elements in the
thermal-shock transient. 2-4 As discussed in the circumferential direction. Since only minor differences

Introduction, current probabilistic analyses that involve in analysis results exist between these two types of
a "shallow" flaw depth assume a 2-D plane strain model, no attempt is made to identify the type of finite-
model of both the vessel and flaw geometry, in that element model associated with the analysis results to
both the vessel and flaw are assumed to be infinite in be presented.
length in the axial direction of the vessel. Available
analysis results suggest that, for SBLOCA transients,
the majority of surface flaws causing nonarresting
fractures have depths close to 6.35 mm (0.25 in.).

2.5 Solution Validation and
Mesh Refinement

The finite-element calculations are carried out using
the computer program ABAQUS.13 Values of the
mode I stress intensity factor (KI) along the crack front
of a given model are determined from the associated J-
integral values using the plane strain conversion
formula and assuming a value of the Young's modulus
and Poisson's ratio for the base material. The J-

integral values are determined using the J-integral
option within ABAQUS.

NUREG/CR-5968 4



3 Analysis Results Based on Modified Elliptical Flaw Geometry

3.1 Distribution of KIc tion approximately constant at Kh: = 44 MPa,,,/n/ (40

ksi i_.) up to a wall depth of 6.35 mm (0.25 in.).
Variation of tile static fracture toughnes' (Kit) (1PTS-
mean minus two standard deviations) through the Note that the Ki value at the inncr surface of the vessel
vessel wall up to a depth of 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) is indi- cannot be strictly evaluated using the present finite
cated in Fig. 4 a.s a function of trtmsient time from 10 element formulation. However, one may inteq_ret the
to 25 rain. Note that for transient times beyond -20 above result to imply that initiation will occur near the

fr_ surface.rain, the distribution of Kit is essentially c_mstant over
this range of wall depth.

-- t - kl_ t : 17.3 mill.
-- 0 - glc t _ _0 ram,

I10 ..... r.... , " " ' _ .... "-- F: IOO -" • - KIc ¢•/.,1-5 ram.
"-,." -- _ - KIc t • ,13 ram.

[_' t. lOiim_ _ _ ---o-.-- i;I t=o,l mm.
@ t. Lt..4m_. /- _' 90 --+ l:It:O.3Smm.

I"a"- I ,. |J II_. _ _ -----It--- I i t : _._mlrl.100 [_ 1.17.$mla. _. q;lad.llas¢ InLi_l'[ict _ I I |=_.Omln

"_ ,---e---,--0--" ,. ,lUa.,._--. _ _/A:_ "_" "_'. ,0 _ ----I-----_"O-"- l' i ' ; I Ii:l t:l, mm.....

_ _ %|odificd.i'J hpticll I"la w

, __-:---:.
:= _ 40

-
u I 1 l 4 5 6

_,essel Wall Depth Measured _rom Inner.Surface Imrn) _, t_.,._tq _ :,11 I)t, pth Measured From Inner.Surface Imml

Figure 4 Distribution of Klc through the vessel Figure 5 Distribution of applied KI along tile
crack front of the nearly semicircular

wall up to a depth of 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) moditied elliptical flaw as a function of
as a function of transient time (t) in transient time (t) in minutes, along with
minutes KIc distributions relevant to

consideration of initiation

3.2 Crack Initiation

3.3 Potential for Flaw Stability
Variation of the applied KI values along the crack front
of the nearly semicirculz_r flaw (Fig. 3) is indicated in After Initiation
Fig. 5 as a function of transient times from 0.1 rain to

25 min. Note that the KI values achieve their maxi- The ratio Kla/Klc corresponding to Klc = 44 MPa-_n-I
mum values at -20 min into the transient. Included in

Fig. 5 are the KIc distributions through the vessel wall (40 ksi i_.) is 0,8, so that Kid is estimated as 35.2
at four transient times of intcrcst, MPa_--m (40 ksi i,_.). The initial nearly semi-

circular flaw will first elongate in the axial direction.

Results shown in Fig. 5 indicate that Klc is exceeded at Strictly speaking, only that portion of the crack front
the location where the crack front intersects the inner within ~2.54 mm (0.1 in.) of the inner surface, which is
surface of the vessel at ~20 to 25 rain into the transient, confined within the cladding, would extend at this time
For simplicity, it is assumed that initiation first takes in the transient.
place at 25 rain into the transient with the Klc distribu-

5 NUREG/CR-5968
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For tile pur l' ._seof ascerudningwhether tile inilialcd expected. Without adttiti(mal caltadalions, it is n()t
portion of the flaw would arresl and rcxull ill a sl:lbh.' possiblem conclude whether the Ilaw would arrest in
flaw, the K1value for artelong_ltcdsurface flaw with ;l the depth direction.
depth of 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) anda half-lenglh o/5()8
nun (20 in.) (aspect ratio el"80:1) at 25 rain int() the It in approl)riate at this point (if thediscussion to estab-
transient is indicated in Fig, 6, along with thedistribu- lish connections betweenthe presentresults firr 3-D,
tion at initiation for the nearly semicircular flaw (1 I). finite-length flaws with a deplh (if 6.35 n)m (0.25 ilL)
It in observed that at 25 rain the value of KIah)ng most aml 2-1) results based on the assumption of an axially
of the elongated crack front is al_we Kla - 35.2 infinite surface flaw of the samedeplh. The value of

MPa_/_n- (32 ksi_in.). KI for the associated 2-I)flaw with a depth of 6.35 mm
- (().25in,)i.lt20lllinintt_thetransient,asdetemlined

r.,,. MP..,4,,:I(5ok. i4-ii,i).
Consequently, the initially shallow, nearly semic ircular

.:. ,,[_ ..... _ _ _ .... _ .... "] (1'1) 3.D, finite-length/law has less potential for initi--'_ ation than a 2-O tlaw of tire sarlte (lepth, ttowever,
._ | t-,,_,,, ,,, i since the finite-length fhlw is expected It)extend along
- s,_ _/''"_" "'_" _I the entire length of the. vessel during tire transient, the2

_-.o ........ " ...... _ "_I evident conservatism associated with the use of :12-D

,L I
= flaw geometry is ()1"lit}consequence in the present

" ............. "_ ....."" '_ "'"S .......... " ........ "_i additional calculations, it ix not possible to quantify thedegree of conservatism associated with tile use t)l a 2-D

:= " _ _____'l , i'lawge(,i,_ctryinaprot,ahili.,ticevaluationir, whichthe toughness of file base material, anlong other
- parameters, is treated in a statistical fashion. It in noted
.....2, that in a probabilistic analysis involving a SBL(. (A
.= -,,- _',,-",,,* transient, the majority tit"calculated initiations associ-
_. l_d.,V_mI. JJ ram. "t:,,.,,_ ated with a flaw del}th (_1"approximately 6.35 mm (0.25

10 m0:l t. _ntm.

..: ,a.d,n,d.t,,,,_,,,, _ in.) lead to n()narresling fracP.uresof the vessel.
_ I

, The above (liscussieil on the relative conservatism
"_ _ _ -- -_- " associated with a 7.-D vs 3-D flaw geometry does not_,. 0 3 4

include the possib e influence of wann prestress as a
vesselWillDepthMe_uredi"romInner,Surfacelira] furlction of the flaw geon,ctry 1_, 13ased Oil tile KIc

results presented in Fig. 5, a 2-Ii) flaw ix likely lu ini-
tiate at a slightly earlier time during the transient as

Figure 6 Distribution of applied KI along the compared to the 3-D flaw ;.111(1is of little conseqtlence
crack front fi)r two members (1:1, 81):1) in the present discussion. However, it is conceivable
of the moditied elliptical I'amily t)l' that for slime combination of PTS-transient conditions
surface Ilaws ot'a depth ot'6.35 mm a 2-D flaw would be predicted to initiate (KI =KIc)
(0.25 in.) at 25 mm into the transient prior to attaining a maximum value in KI, whereas a

3-D flaw wt)uld be predicted to initiate (KI = Kit)
Note that the KIvalues at the umer surface of tile subsequent to the atu|innRent of a maximum value in
vessel, for the modified elliptical lamily of elongated KI. Under these circumstances, for example,
flaws with a depth of 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) considered in incorl×)ration of warm prestress el'l'ecLswouhl result in
this study, do not appear to decrease significantly with the prediction of crack initiation for the 2-D flaw
increase in axial lqaw dimension, It appears reason- geometry but not for the 3-D flaw ge_)metry. Note that
able to expect that any increase in depth of the flaw current guidelines for performing Pq'S safety analysis
would elevate tile applied KI value near the inner sur- do not permit the inclusion of warm prestress effects, 1
face ofthe vessel. Therefore, the implication is that the
nearly semicircular flaw would extend along lhe enlire
length of the vessel during the transient.

In the absence of K1 values for intermediate flaw
geometries, it can only be surmised that, for tile partic-
ular analysis conditions assumed in this study, the
nearly semicircular flaw will initially extend in the
axial direction and eventually be followed by
propagation into the wall of the vessel. Crack arrest in
the axial direction within the belt-line region is not
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3.4 interactions i|etween K I 3.5 Implications of Higher
and Fracture Toughness Toughness in Cladding
(;radient Than in Base Material

Within the conLex| of the inh.'rpretatitm method Note that estimates of potential flaw-geometry change
described above, it is clear that whether a flaw will are very sensitive to assumptions regarding the fracture
|end 1oextend exclusively in either the axial c_rdepth response of the cladding. In Ihis study, it has been
direr'lion or a colnbinatiot_ of I_othdircclions is assumed that the cladding shares the toughness of the
slrungly dep,-ndenl on the values of KI/Kk., KI/Kht, base material. A more realistic view may be that the
and KIIK h, ahmg the crack fr_mtalld Ihe value of cladding is tougher than tile base material.
KIdK b, initially and as tile crack Irtml extends. This
ifl_servationcan be illustrated by rec_msidering the Available experimental dam for the irradiated ductile-
nearly semicircular llaw just analyzed, The KI valtle is tearing toughness of a slainless steel cladding mate-
higllest near the inner stlrlace wilJlill the cladding, rial17 indicate that al 25 rain into the present transient,
whK'h wuuld lend to cause the ila_v It) chmgate ini- which corresponds to a vessel inner-surface tempera-
tially, I|uwever, as the flaw Im_grcssivcly elongates in cure of 113°C (236°F), tile cladding toughness is -143
the axial direction, the KI value ,'_tlhe dcel×'St poinl MPa-x/Tn-(130 ksi-x/i-i(.). IThe value of 143 MPa-_m

w_,)ul,i i.creasewhile |he value near tile inner surface (130 ksi._n,) corresponds to a l]uence level of 2.41 x

vmuld decrease, wilh the eventual ()UtCt,)lllC thai the K! 1019 ll/clll2 (E > IMeV), which is higher than the
vahle al the tleepcsl point becoll_cs the largest value Iluence assumed in this study.] If one incorporates this
tilting tile crack front, This is the case I_r the elongated observation into the interpreujtion method, the results
1,I(1:i Ilaw, Nole that Ior the chmgaled 80:1 flaw i;resented in Fig. 5 suggest that the nearly semicircular
germ|eli y tile KI value al ihe deel)est pt!inl of the crack flaw would not initiate during the course of the postu-
Is _:)nlyslightly larger than the KI v_lluc near lhe i_ancr laced IzFS transient.. This observation is based on the
,_¢lrt:ac¢, fact that, during the course of the lransient, Klc is ex-

ceeded only within a nam_w regicm of the cladding
The tendency Ior extensive axial extension wilhout even at 20 rain into the transient, which corresponds
arres! increases with increasing KIc/KI,, and the approximately to the time of maximum loading.
k'lldent'y for axial as off,posed to radial extension Beyond 20 rain both the appliecl KI and KIc fall with
ill_.'reases with increasing positive radial gradient in time, and it is not anticipated that KI would exceed Klc
lcmghness. As indicated in Fig. 4, the toughness thereaf'ter lk)r the conditions considered in this study.
gradienl is quile I'1;.11for the problern evaluated in this

rcp_m. Thus, for a case involving a steei×'r toughness The atx)ve observation ix significant in view of tile fact
gradient, the relative potential for axial extension that, at present, analysis results from probabilistic
w_)uld be even greater than observed in this study. For fracture mechanics safety assessmenk'; of RPVs
the Iluence-related embrittlenwnl, the PTS transient, subjected to a postulated SBLOCA transient show that
:1rid tile tillle in the transietlt (25 mir_?seleclecl for this a significant portion of the predicted vessel failures are
study, Ihe vessel tenlpcralurcs in the ,,'icinily of the clue to the initiation and propagation of shalh)w 2-D
shalh;w flaw correspcmd to the Ic_wcrshelf of the flaws with a depth of_<6.35 mm (0.25 m.). As
toughness curve. This explains tile flat touglmes.s discussed in tile Introduction, implici' in tile use of 2-D
dislributicm in Fig. 4. |g_r a case involving less flaws is the assumpticm that a shallow inner-surface
entbrittlenient, tile toughlwss gradient would be steeper finite-length Ilaw would extend in the axial direction of
alltl KIJKla would be larger; thc,s there would be a the vessel prior to its possible penetration into the wall
more extensive axial extension of the llaw and less of the Vessel. "l'he assumplion of cl;ldcling toughness
potential for radial extension, if initiation took place, higher than that of the base material thus appears to
Of course, the less the cmbritllement, the lower the represent one avenue through which the tendency for a
potential for initiation. 3-D, finite-length surlace flaw to convert to an

essentially 2-D surface flaw could be inhibited. The
present findings thus suggest thai a signi licanl level of
conservatism may be associated with the use of 2-D
surface Ilaw geometries and the assumption of
identical toughncsses lc_rlx)th the base and cladding
mate rial.
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The possibility of subclad crack extension, while not Finally, it is emphasized that the sensitivity of the pre-
explicitly considered in this study, represent an alter- sent findings to variability in the toughness of the base
hate avenue through which the tendency for a 3-D sur- material has not been investigated. This study models
face flaw to convert to a 2-D surface flaw could be in- the base material with only a single value of ARTNDT.
hibited. Indeed, subclad crack extension in the form of It is anticipated that a full investigation that incorpo-
crack tunneling (both axial lengthening and radial rates, among other parameters, the variability in tough-
deepening of flaw geometry) have been observed ex- hess of the base material, would be able to more realis-
perimentally. 18 In Ref. 18, it is reported that initially tic'ally identify the population of finite-length flaws
part-through finite-length surface and subclad cracks that would not propagate to become 2-D flaws.
extend beneath the cladding to become effectively 2-D
subclad cracks under thermal-shock loading.
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4 Sensitivity of Numerical Results to Analysis Assumptions

In the second part of this study, the sensitivity of the emphasize the observation that the differences in flaw
numerical results and conclusions obtained in the first geometries in Fig, 7(a) are minor in comparison with
part of the study to some of the analysis assun_ptitms the overall geometry of the nominal flaw shape.
are evaluated. Three specific issues related to the _, = --....._...... • -{

analysis assumptions ;.ueconsidered. The first issue i'_-_! _"____.

concerns the influence of reference Ilaw geometry i
along the entire crack frunt, rod especially within the i
cladding region, on the conclusions reported prc- ? i

the first part of this study dependent on the specific j
family of flaw geometries considered, all of which can i
be characterized by nominally identical aspect ratios? i
The second issue concerns the influence of linear-el:is-

tic vs elastic-plastic description of material response on i "*"' '_'" '*:" \

cornputer programs for IPTS-type analysis assume i
linear-elastic material response only. The third issue
concerns the inlluence of mt×leling the RPV as a base- ,
material-only or as a bimaterial cladding-base cylinder. 4
This is imtxmant since available information on the ! , + i +

I00 I_00 JO0 allthermomechanic:d properties of the cladding material ++ S°°o"--
is relatively scarce as coral,tired with the base material, ,xaJ Exttmt ofIrlawlmml
especially under irradiated conditions. Figure 7(a) Comparison of the various families of

tlaw geometry for the case of a
As discussed in Sect. 3, nmximun+ lu:lding of the nominal (80:1) aspect ratio- (1)
flawed cylinder, in terms of the magnitude of the nmdified ellipse, (2} canoe, (3) ellipse.
applied stress intensity factor K 1,uccurs at -2() rain The vertical and horizontal axes are
into the transient. In subsequent discussitms, analysis dra,,vn to vastly different scales to
results are presented at 25 rain into the transient, emphasize the differences in crack-

front geometries
Ill . i. _,.....

4.1 Effects of Reference Flaw

Geometry
4O

Three families of crack-front geometries have been g
considered: (1) modified ellipse: this is the llaw -_

geometry considered in the first part of the study, in _.
which the crack-front is elliptic;.tl in the base material _ 1_ ,:,- I

but is straight and perpendit:ular to the vessel's inner _ l _ _"_"
I

surface in the cladding region; (2) canoe: the crack- _ ,, _'"-'*:,J
front in the base material is essentially a straight line -_
parallel to the vessel's longitudinal axis with two senti- _,
circular regions near theends, intersecting the ,o
clad/base interface at 90 degrees and with thecrack ,...o ,,
front in the cladding being straight and peq_cndicular -
to the vessel's inner surface; (3) ellipse: the crack-front -_'_
is elliptical in shape throughout the base and cladding ° ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, s,,
material. A,a,it,t,,,t or n-,, (-,-I

Figure 7{b) Crack-front geometries redrawn v,ith
Comparison of the various families of flaw geometries more similar vertical and horizontal

is indicated in Figs. 7(a)and (t0 for the case of a nomi- scales to emphasize the observation
nal (80:1) aspect ratio. In Fig. 7(a), the vertical and that the differences in tlaw geometries
horizontal axes arc drawn tu vastly difl_'renc scales tt) in (a} are minor in c<)mparison _,_ith
emphasize the differences in crack-front geometries, the overall geometry <_t'the nominal
In Fig. 7(b), crack-front getmwtrics are redrawn with tla_,vshape
more similar vertical and horizontal scales It)
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Effects of reference flaw geometry on the computed K1
values are isolated via a series of I_.EFMscoping calcu-

lations in which the vessel is assutned to be made of i[ l_ ' ]

base-material only. In Fig. 8, results arc presented for
the modified elliptical and elliptical flaw geomcuy m,,,,._,R"_''=""R
based on a comxnon aspect ratio of !'1. The lnodified ,.,'_Z_,'_._.'T.,,:,
ellipse is thus nearly semicircular while the ellipse is
exactly semicircular in shape. In Fig. 9, results are ,_
presented for all three flaw geometries based on a -'_
common aspect ratio of 80:1. r_

°i_ , i '_

I -'-'<3-- Mi_lJfl_l EQiI_ I. ++,ram.

_ EIIIIII I . _ IuL
AIIM,CI l_llJO . I:I I0

4O

E
-+-_ t+ i . i

I 2 3 4 5 6

,'_ Vessel Wall Depth Measured From inner.Surface [mini

_°t Figure 9 Effects of reference tlaw geometry on the<

[

computed KI values are significant for
the case where aspect ratio is 81):1.

,o Results are for 25 min into the transient

0
0 i 2 3 4 ._ 6

Evidently, potential conversion of ,'minitially 3-D
Vessel Wall Depth Measured I.rom Inner.Surface [mm] shallow surface lqaw tO all essentially 2-D axial surface

flaw geotnetry due to PTS loading can bc substantially
enhanced or inhibited based on the actual llaw geome-

Figure 8 Effects of reference flaw geometry on try during the conversion process. It is cautioned that
the conli)uted KI values are minor t'or these results do not provide direct information on
the case ,_vhere aspect ratio is 1:1. which flaw geometry is most likely to exist during the
Results are 25 nlin into the transient course of crack extension. Furthermore, it is empha-

sized that while the colnputed K1values indicated in

Fig. 9 are very sensitive to the lqaw geometries investi-
Analysis results indicated in Fig. 8 suggest minor gated, the differences in lqaw geometries are minor in
effects of reference flaw geometry on the computed K I comparison with the overall geometry of the nominal
values for the case where the aSl)CCtratio is 1'1. On flaw shape. It thus appears that care must be taken to
the other hand, analysis rcsulL'_indicated in Fig. 9 sug- represent the crack front shape ,ealistically near its
gest that the crack-front geometry within the cladding ends in order to avoid inaccuracies in '.he value of KI
can significantly influence the computed K i values there and thus the tendency for a,,,i:fiextension.
along the crack front within the cladding region, eSlX_-
cially tor the case of elongated surface flaws with large
aspect ratios. Specifically, for the case where the 4.2 Effects of LEFM vs EPFM
aspect ratio is 80:1, analysis results indicate that (a) Assunlptions
computed KIvalues at the deepest point of the crack

front agree for all three l'law geometries, (b) computed Effects ol+linear-elastic vs elastic-plastic description of
KI values along the cladding portion of the crack front material response on the computed KI values are
near the inner-surface can dilTer by up to a factor of 5 isolated via a series of scoping calculations involving
zunong the lqaw geometries coIisideretl, with the nmxi- the modified elliptical lqaw geometry at 25 min into the
mum value being for the canoe tqaw geotnetry and the transient. The thermoelastic properties of the base and
minimum value being for the ellipse flaw gcoinetry, cladding lnatcrials remain as before. In Fig. 10, the
Results in Figs. 8 and 9 together appear to suggest that true stress-true plastic strain curves adopted for the
the computed KI values along the crack front within base and cladding materials are indicated. The
the cladding region increase with increasing curvature cladding material is characterized by a bilinear curve

of the crack front in that region, with yield strcss (Cry)= 238 MPa (33.4 ksi) and
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ultimate stress (Cu) = 4X0 MPa (69.6 ksi), The '_ ..... ........... ]

cladding properties are eslinlated based on expert- [-"- _.,_,-"-" t

menial data presented in Ref. 17, which indicate that ,_ J ,-,,.'<,,,,"o- ,:, 11
neither e_ynor eyu is very sensitive to fluence levels up [ ,a_m,d.E,,,,,<,,n,, I
to 5 X 1019 n/cnl'- (E > IMeV) t,vcr the temperature

range of 100°C---3()0%7 (212 .......572°F). The base _. '_
material is characterized by a rnultilinear curve with

yield stress (eyy) = 388 b.,lP:i (,56.3 ksi_ln-i) and ulti- g .,0
mate stress (c_u) = 617 MPa t89.4 ksi). The base-

material properties corrcsl×md to A533B steel plale _. /
HSST 13-A at 200°C (392':'F). 19 Analysis results "_ '°
based on elastic-plastic material desc'ril)tion are _.c,,,.B.,, ,,,,,,,
obtained using a rate-independent, J,3 (isotropic- ,o

¢" CIIddinl / Bilse

hardening) incremen_.ll small strain plasticity formula- /tion as implemented in ABAQUS.
0 I l .1 4 5

.... . . , .... i . , . ill ii

Vessel Wall Depth Measured From Inner.Surface Imml

,,,0 Figure 11 Effects o1'linear-elastic vs elastic-
plastic description ot' material response

,_ on the coml)uted K! values fi)r the case

where the aspect ratio of the modified

"_ elliptical t'law geometry is 1:1P- ,,_
._ . : ,."- to '"

III

g

I0_ l

onoo o o._ OlO o I' o _(i o ..._

"lrue Plastic Strain _ lo .--o-- _uu,:t=_mu,. /

EJ.l_l_.J_llsu¢ I = 23 rain, l•_,_l_e'clXlUo • 80;I

I0 [ M o(ltrll.d •Eliipllci I I-'11w

/l_.,,.t (_lld. BIL_e Iolerlice

Figure 10 True s[i'esS_ll'Ue t)laslic sli'aill curves o ] "'"
for chidding and I)ase material ,,.......

I 2 3 ,I _ 6

In Fig. 11, resulLs tire presented for the C:lSCwhere tile _esselWallDepth MeasuredFromInner.SurfaceImml
aspect ratio of the modified elliptical flaw geometry is

1:1. The computed K 1values along the cladding per Figure 12 EtTects el' linear-elastic vs elastic-plastic
• • description of material response on the

don of the crack front are lower for the case or elastic- conliluted K! values for tile case where

plastic material response than the ela:_uc analysis cot> the aspect rati() el' the modified elliptical
ditions. The opposite trend is seen l()r the computed I'la_' geometry is bl0:1
K 1values beyond the cladding region.

In Fig. 12, results :ire presented for the case \_¢rherethe Analysis results in Figs. ! I and 12 thus indicate that

aspect ratio of thc modified elliptical flaw gctmletry is the ctmiputcd K 1values arc very sensitive to whether

80:1. Near die inner-surface ah)ng the cl;.itlding i)oriilm the cl;.idding and base nuiterials are nlodeled ;.iselastic
of the crack front, Lhc'Ct)lnl)utcd K 1V;.llucs ;.lrt/ltivver or elastic-plastic, with the latter analysis assumption
for the case of elastic-plastic iliatcrial rcsl)()nse than the being more realislic. Near the inner-surface along the
ela:_ticanalysiscoiltlitit)n,< A similar trcnd i:-;sCell Ior cladding peril(in t)l the crack lrt)nt, the computed K 1
die conlputcd K l values ah)ng ti substaniitil portion _)1 values are lower for lhc c;.Isc t)l elastic-plastic than

the crack front ,aithin the base inatcri;.il, elastic niaterkil response. \Vithill die base material., the
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relative ordering depends oil the :lspcct ratio of tile 4.3 Effects of Base-Material-Only
tlaw. vs Cladding-Base Vessel-

The lower K I values associated with elastic-plastic Model Assunlptions
conditions, relative to linear-elastic conditions, near the
inner-surface along the cladding portion of the crack Effects of modeling the RPV as either base-material-
front can be readily explained in terms of the lower re- only or as a bimaterial cladding-base vessel on the
sultant stresses (or tractions) that develop over that re- computed KI values are examined via a series of
glen. The lower resultant stresses are due to the ira- seeping calculations in this section. Material models
position of a finite value of the yield stress under of the RPV considered are (1) elastic base and cladding
elastic-plastic conditions and the fact that the cladding material [bimaterial elastic (Bi-EI)l, (,2) elastic base
yield stress is substantially lower th:m that for the base with cladding material assigned base material
material. Similar observations have been reported in properties [base-only elastic (Base-EIJ], and (3) elastic-
Ref. 20. plastic base and cladding material lbimaterial elastic-

01astic (Bi-Ep)]. Note that for the present analysis
Comparison of the results shown in Figs. 11 and 12 conditions, the vessel through-wall temperature profile
suggests that, as the nominal flaw shape in terms of the is minimally at'fected by the assumption of cladding
overall aspect ratio increases, the assumption of (stainless steel) or base (A533B steel) material thermal
elastic-plastic material response leads to the maximum properties, The pritmu'y effect of either a base-
KI value being located away from the inner-surface of material-only or a bimaterial assumption in the
the vessel toward the deepest point of the crack front, cladding region concerns the value of the thermal ex-
Migration of the location of maximum K1 toward the pansion c_fficient in the case of an elastic analysis

and the additional influence of the stress-strain curve indeepest poinl, of the crack front is suggestive of an en-
hanced tendency toward radial rather than axial crack the case of tin elas,ic-plastic analysis.
propagation and, therefore, lessens the likelihood of the
conversion of an initially 3-D shallow surface flaw to In Fig. 13, results are presented for die case where the
an essentially 2-D axial flaw getmletry, aspect ratio of the nlodified elliptical flaw geometry is

1:1. It is observed that assuniption of a base-material-

One astxsct concerning the inclusion of plasticity only elastic model results in lowest values of the corn-
effects in evaluating the propellsity for crack initiation puted K1 values ahnost everywhere along the crack
that has not been considered in this study is the role of front. In Fig. 14, results arc presented for the case
crack-tip constraint as characterized by the Q-stress where the aspect ratio of the canoe ll:iw geometry is
parameter. 21-23 Available experimental data for 8(}:1. Again, it is observed that assumption of a bl.tse-
shallow through-thickness surface flaws of depths -1[) material-only elastic model results in lowest values of
mm ((}.4in.)under mechanical thrce-i_oint-bend the computed K1 vahies almost everywhere ahmg the
loading suggest that enhanced fracture toughness _s crack front.
associated with this shalhlw-flaw geometry, and that
the so-called shallow-lqaw toughness cffc'ct can be re- From Figs. 13 and 14, the assumption of an elastic
lated to tile role of the nonsirigular hydrt)stalic Q-stress base-nletal-only model of ;.illRPV, ascoint)ared to
as adescriptor of crack-tip constraint,24,25 Limited ei[tler an elastic clad-basenlelal or an elastic-plastic
analytical results have been obtaiiied for the crack-tip clad-base metal niodel, is seen to result in lowest corn-
fields associated with zi shallow (-10 inln) 2-D surface puted K1 values allliost everywhere along the crack
flaw in a thermally shocked cylindcr and in a PWR- front. Consequently, an:llysis of the safety inargin of
RPV during the course of a PTS transient. 16,24,2_'_,27 an RPV with respect to DTS h)ading based on a sire-
These analytical results suggest that an elastic-pkistic, plified elastic base-metal-only model is nonconserva-
J-Q-based description of the crack-driving force pro- tire. It is noted that current guidelines do in fact re-
vides a more appropriate frainework for evaluating the quire th:lt the thermo-mechanical properties of the
fracture resl-xmse of a PWR-RPV during a PTS tran- cladding material be included in a plant-specific PTA
sicnt than conventional single parameter (K- or J-only) analysis. 1
methods under elastic or elastic-plastic comhtions.
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Figure 13 Effects of vessel-model assumptions on Figure 14 Effects of vessel-model assumption on
the computed KI values for the case the computed KI values fiw the case

where the aspect ratio of the modified where the aspect ratio of the canoe
elliptical flaw geometry is 1:1 flaw geometry is 8t):1
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5 Conclusions

From the first part of this study, based on LEFM D. Available cxpcrimental data indicate that the
ttssumptions and considering only a family of modified cladding may be tougher than the base material.
elliptical flaws, the following conclusions arc drawn. When this observation is incorporated into the in-

tcrprctation method, the results from this study
A. Within the context of the interpretation method suggest that a nearly semicircular flaw would not

outlined here, whether a flaw will tend to extend initiate during the course of the PTS transient for
exclusively in either the axial or depth direction or the conditions examined in this study. The
a combination of both directions is strongly cte- assumption of cladding toughness higher than that
pendent on the the KI values along the crack front of the base material thus appears to represent one
and the gradient of fracture toughness through the avenue through which the tendency for 3-D, finite-
vessel wall at the time of initiation, length flaws to convert to essentially 2-D surface

flaws could bc inhibited. A related mechanism for

B. If one assumes that the cladding shares tl,., ,_i- inhibiting the conversion to 2-D surface flaws is
ness of the base material, preliminary results from the formation of subclad flaws.
this study indicate that for the assumed fracture
toughness and initial flaw gc_)mctry, the nearly From the second part of this study, which is f_used on
semicircular flaw would likely propagate in the various analysis sensitivity issues, the following
axial direction in an unrestrained manner during conclusions are drawn.
the transient followed by propagation into the wall
of the vessel. Without additional calculations it is A. Analysis results suggest that the crock-front

not ix_ssible to conclude whether the flaw would geometry within the cladding can significantly in-
arrest in the depth direction. Note that these Iquence the computed K I values along the crack
results correspond to initiation within the lower- front within the cladding region, especially for the
shelf fracture toughness temperature range, and case of elongated surface Iqaws with large aspect
that their general validity within the lower- ratios. The computed KI values along the crack
transition temperature range remains to be front within the cladding region increase with in-
determined, creasing curvature of the crack front in that region.

C. A 3-D, nearly semicircular, finite-length flaw has B. Analysis results indicate that the computed KI

less potential for initiation than a 2-D flaw of the values are very sensitive to whether the cladding
same depth for the conditions examined in this and base materials are moclelc_l as elastic or
study. However, since the finite-length flaw is elastic-plastic, with the latter analysis assumption

i still expected to extend along the entire length of being more realistic. Near the inner-surface along
the vessel during the transient, the conservatism the cladding portion of the crack front, the corn-
associated with the use of a 2-D tqaw geometry is
of no consequence in the present deterministic puted KI values are lower for the case of elastic-
evaluation. However, note that this observation plastic than elastic material response. Within the
has general applicability only when warm prc- base material, the relative ordering depends on the
stress effects are not considered. Furthermore, aspect ratio of the flaw.
without additional calculations it is not possible to
quantify this type of conservatism in a probabilis- C. The assumption of an elastic base-metal-only

model of an RPV, as compared to either an elastic
tic evaluation, clad-base metal or an elastic-plastic clad-base

metal model, results in lowest computed KI values
ahnost everywhere along the crack front.
Consequently, analysis of the safety margin of an
RPV with reslx;Ctto FI'S loading based on a sim-
plified elastic base-metal-only model is noncon-
servativc.
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Appendix A

Closed-Form Solutions for KI for a Shallow Elliptical
Surface Flaw in a Plate

Essentially closed-form solutions for K 1for a shallow References
elliptical surface flaw in a plate are available in the
literature, l-4,*,t Theseclosed-form solutions are

applicable under LEFM conditions and require that the 1. F.W. Smith, A. F. Emery, A. S. Kobayashi,
distribution of tractions normal to the "crock face" in "Stress Intensity Factors for Semicircular Cracks.
the usual "cut-and-release"sensebe provided as input. Part2 -- Semi-hlfinite Solid," PaperNo. 67-
In the following discussion, both the thermal analysis WAJAPM..2, Journal ctfApplied Mechanics,
mid the resultant distribution of tractions are obtainexl American Society of Mechanical Engineers
from the computer code OCA-P, such that the closed- (Dezember 1967).:t:
form solutions are obtained in a manner completely in-

dependent of the finite-element mcxtels or the computer 2. J.G. Mcrkle, Martin Marietta Energy Systems,
code ABAQUS. Inc., Oak Ridge Natl. Lab., A Review of Some of

the Existing Stress Intensity Factor Solutions for
In the closed-form calculations indicated in Tablc A. 1, Part-Through Surface Cracks, ORNL-TM-3983the RPV is modeled a.s a linear-elastic bimatcrial vessel

with an elliptical flaw geometry. Values arc obtained January 1973.
at both the deepest point of the crack and at the inner

3. J. G, Mcrkle, Martin Marietta Energy Systems,surface of the vessel at 25 rain into the transient. Bolh
the I:1 and 80:1 aspect ratios arc constricted. Inc., Oak Ridge Natl. Lab., "Stress Intensity
Validation of the finite-clement results with the closed- Factor Estimates for Part-Through Surface Crocks
form solutions is approximate in nature because the in Plates Under Combined Tension and Bending,"
"bimaterial/elliptical flaw" combination was nol pp. 3-22 and 31-32 in tleavy-Section Steel
examined as part of the finite-element analysis matrix l'echnology Program Quart. Prog. Rep, July-
because of practical limiuttions in the mesh-generation Septettd)er 1974, ORNL-TM-4729, Vol. II, Union
prograrn. However, the "bimatcrial/modified elliptical Carbide Corp. Nuclear Div., Oak Ridge Natl. Lab.,
flaw" and "base-material-only/ell ipticai flaw" November 1974. $
combinations were considered as part of the finite-
element analysis matrix. This slightly indirect 4. J.C. Newman and I. S. Raju, "Stress-Intensity
validation is useful in checking the value of KI at the Factor Equations for Cracks in Thr_-Dimensional
deepest point of the crack in Figs. 6, 8, 9, anti 11-13 Finite Bodies Subjected to Tension and Bending
and in confirming the relative ordering of K 1values at Loads," Chapter 9 in Computational Methods in

the inner surface of the vessel in Fig. 13. the Mechanics of Fracture, S. N. Atluri (cd.),
Elsevier Science Publishers B.V., 1986.1:

R. Cit×_lla,Revisionof KISect., SupportingFigs., ASME,
Section XI WGFE, 11/19/91.

t" R. Cipollas, Proltx_scdRevisitms to K I, ASME WGFE,
11/19/91.
•1:Available in public technical librttries.
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Table A.I Closed.form solutions for Kl at two locations along
the crack front for the "bimalerial/elliptical flaw" combination

Flaw Deepest point Surface
half-length KI KI

(ram) ( MPa _,/-m) ( MPa _fm )
L IIIIIIII II __ III I I I IIII IIIII

6.35 29,8 1,2 44.8 1,2

( 1.1 ) 30.8 3,4 41.1 3,4

508 58,7 1,2 7.86 1,2

(80:1) 53,8 3,4 8.01 3,4
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Appendix B

Et'fects ot' Mesh Refinenlent on KI Values Along tile (.rack Front

Circumferential Stiffness of Vessel Refinement in Cladding Region

Axial tlaw,s are considered ill this study, In this study, all flaw geometries employ a colnmon
Consequently, accurate calculations of KI values along flaw depth of 6.35 into (0.25 in.). The cladding region
the crack front requires that the circumtcrential stiff- has a thickness of 2.769 rain (0.109 in.). Since the
heSSof the vessel be properly modeled, The effects of cladding thickness is significant relative to the flaw
mesh refinement in the circumferel_tial direction on the depth, an accurate calculation of the KI values along
calculated KI values are examined by successively the crack front requires that the stress distribution
modeling the circumferential extent of the vessel with within the cladding region be accurately determined.
six, ten and twelve elen_ents. In till three cases, the The effects of mesh refinement for modeling the be-
element size increases geometrically in the circtln,l'cr- havior o1"the cladding on the calculated KI values is
ential direction as indicated in Fig, 2(.), The nlodel in exanfined with models in which the cladding is repre-
Fig. 2(a) has ten cleu_enls in the circumferential direc- sented with alternately a single layer or two or four
tion. In the tollowing comparison, the cladding region layers of elements, In the following comparisons, the
is represented by one layer of dements and the aspect aspect ratio of the modified elliptical flaw geometry is
ratio of the inodified elliptical flaw geonlctry is 1' 1, 1'1.

In Fig. B. 1, results arc indicated at 25 rain into the In Fig, B,2, results arc indic:lted at 25 rain into the
transient. It is observed that the calculated Kl ','alucs tral_sient for models _ith one or two elements in the
are very sensitive to mesh refinement in the circumfer- cladding region and ten elements in tim circumferential

direction of the vessel. No significant effezt on theential direction. The Kl vtllues invrcasc t'L',_;£)()<:'ias
the mexlel is refined Ironi six it) ten clein_.'nls. The KI calculated KI values along the crack front is observed.
values further increase by _6g, as the model is refined In Fig. B.3, results tire indicated tit 25 rain into the
from ten to twelve elements. Based on the evident uansient for models with one or four elelnents in the
slower rate of change in the KI values its the _notlcl is cladding region and six elemenLs in the circumferential
refined frorn ten to twelve clcnleI_tS, it is believed dlat direction of the vessel, Again, no significant effect on
the vessel can Ix:adequately trip,deled with a minimum the calculated KI values along the crack front is
of ten elements irl the circutllferential tlirectitm, observed, The refinement insensitivity observed in

Figs. B.2 and B.3 is a direct consequence of the obser-
....... --1 vation that the distribution of (norlnal) tractions within

I the cladding region is essentially linear with wall
0"--"" _" depth.

,, -..-,L.,_.d,:_._ . ...........

M odlnt,_. _lhpllCII ["I.IIW

--.%.<__q
._ 00 50 "-"It,"- 1 -.t,_ 41?fs I ,, _ m_tn.AIp,t,¢l Ratio • 1:1

Jl__ _ •F.JltIHJcII I"11w

Claddlo| Ilal_ '_ j

i _ , i ii i _ _ t _" '
tl I Z 3 4 _ e I0 i

_,esselWall Depth Measured From inner-Surface imm] I _.ad,.= a,,, i

Figure B.1 Effects of mesh rel'int.ment in the 0 , , , .
(:ireunll'ererlti;lldirt,clion (it'[lievessel _esselWall DepthMeasured From Inner-SurfaceImml

on thecomputedKI _alues FigureB.2 El1'ectsol'oneortwo layersofelements
inthecladdingregionon thecomputed
Ki values
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Intluence of Finite Vessel Axial
,,,,.,,.,..,,- Length

N ,,,,-O-- 4 t_u_llgoal t -/_ ano_
AaWueelRallo • L_I

M_lfl_.F._Up_al F'lJw

, ,._-,.,.-"-,.,....-'. Analysis results presented m tile nlain body of this
_ ,, study are based on a vessel axial length of 152 cm (6(9
$ m,), which is representative of the extent ofthe belt-
_" line region in a PWR-RPV. The loud length of the
Z' _ RPVis,of course, much greater. 1. the case of flaws

with an aspect ratio of 1'1, it is expected that the values
2o _ _.1 would not change if the axial length is > 152 cm (60

<. __- in,), This may not be the case for llaws with an aspect
ratio of 80:!. Consequently, a limited number of

_.,,,.,-,,.,,,,,- analyses involving the modified ellipse and the canoe
'° _ Ilaw geometry have been carried out to exmifine the in-

,:,,,,,,., ,,,,, fluence of vessel axial length cm the calculated KI
, , , .,' , , _, values along the crack front in the case ul'a Ilaw

geometry with an aspect ratio of 80:1. These addi-
VesselFla_ Depthb,.-,ured From Inner.Surface Imm} tional analyses are based on a vessel axial [ellgth (}f

Figure !1,3 Effects of one or four layers of 304 cm (120 in,), and the finiLc-elcmcnl models are
elements in tlne cl:lclding region on line constructed by suitably "stretching" the ends of the 60-
computed Ki _alues in.-long finite-element models. No additional finite-

elements are incoqxm_ted. In all cases exalninexl,
minimal influence of vessel axial length on the calcu-

As discussed in Sect. 4 of this l)apcr, the calculaled K1 lated KI values ahmg the crack front is observed.
values within finecladding region _uc very sensitive to
the shape of the flaw within the cladding region near
the inner-surface of tint vessel. Consequently, it is enl-
phasized that the observed rel'incment insensitivity is
strictly applicable only to the modified-elliptical llaw
geometry examined. Additiozml calculations arc
needed to evaluate the generality _)1 this obscrvatioll t(}

other flaw geometries.
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